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RESUME

This paper is a summary of a much lengthier paper prepared by me for the fir'St
s('>~sion

of n new committee of the OECD
nam('d 'Committee
DECD in Paris. The ('ommittee is nam('d'Committee

for Information, C9ffiputer and Commtu1ications Policy. The DEeD is the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development. It includes the advanced, democratic countries
of the world in Western Europe, North America, Australasia nnd Jnpnn.
J!1pnn. All
An of these
countries face the rapid introduction of new information technology..
technology.. That technology has
many implications for society and its laws.
The" purpose of this paper is, essentially, to make three simple points:

*

Firs.t, the international character of the new information technolcgy

prescnt~
prescnt~

many

novel problems for the law and creates a new urgency to find harmonious Rnd
and
compatible solutions. This point will be illustrated with a number of examples.
compatibleso]utions.

'*

GEeD has tended in the past not to get deeply involved
Secondly, though the OEeD
inVOlved in
legal matters (because they were considered domestic find idiosyncratiC' to the
lega1
jurisdictions of the Member countries) the time is rfght
ri"ght for change. Many legal
cammon. Many are presented by the new information technology.
problems are now COmmon.
And lITlless common solutions can be offered, the diseconomies of the development
lceai laws applying to a universal tec·hnol06Y, will be daunting.
of differing lccai
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*

Thirdly, the new information technolcgy creates an important opportunity and
chlllleng-e for the OEeD, for this new Committee and
nnd for the informatics industry
chlll1eng-€
itself.

OEeD, j:{oes
goes beyond economic and
Ultimately what links our countries together in the DEeD,

Jinks include:
technological interests. The links
institution').,
* a respect for stable and orderly laws nnd institution')..
* a respect for the inrtividtl<-'11 human being' in society, flnd

*

prinCiple
adherence to the prine
iple of the rule of law.

warrElnt for 88 heig-htened
heightened interest by the OEC?D
OEc:'D nnd tilL")
thLc; new
These links provide the warrant

Committee in the lEgal developments that come in the train of informatics.
Differing views are
nre expressed about the urgency of tackling the legal problems.
DifferingBut is seems to
to me that time is not on the side of the easy solution of

l~nl
l~a.l

problems. The

Brollnd which domestic laws may cluster, the better.
hetter. It
earlier guidf!lines
gui~lines can be offered, around
is precL<;ely in work such as this (the development of Guidelines on complex L<;sues) that
the OECD Can
can fulfil its most creative and influencial role. There is obvious merit, where
the technolcgy is extremely dynamic, diverse, ubiquitous, powerful and difficult or

impossible to control unilaterally and where the multi-faceted
multi~faceted problems are so complex as
OECD to offer help.
to discourage even the most intrepid lceal
lCX!al administrator, for the OEeD
Even in so peculiar and local a discipline as the law, the very technology itself creates the
urg"ency
ur~ency to develop compatible laws around internationally identified guidelines. More
rigorous and effective international instruments (such as treaties) _may follow. Dut
But if
gUidelines
guidelines can
Can reduce, by their early availability, idiosyncratic and incompatible domestic
lr:gislation, that will itrelf be a significant
sig-nificant contribution to the harmonisation of laws. It
will make the later possible adoption of enforceable treaties, easier and more likely.
PRIVACY PROTECTION

to begin the consideration of substantive
GECD Guidelines. It is convenient t6
legal concerns \r'.'ith privacy protection because this has been a sustained interest of the
DECO for more than a decade. The Privacy Guidelines were adopted by the Cooncil in
1~80. So far, only three Members have not signed them, namely Australia, Canada
October H180.

and

Ireland.

Australia's

federal

constitution,

tmder

which

privacy

(though

not

telecommunications) is basically a State matter, chiefly explains the delay there. But I
can say without hesitation that the development of Australia's privacy and freedom of
inf
orm a ti on
information

laws

is

strongly

influenced

by

the

GECD
OECD

Guidelines.

-3In CRnada,
Canada, too, there have been important developments. In July 1982 a Bill enacting the
Access to Information Act and the Privacy Act became 16W.
11:5 the
hiW. The latter adopts, RS
Australian Freedom of Information. A.ct 1982 does, the key lindividunl
'individual participation
principle'
principle ' of the OECD Guidelines. In the case of Ireland, it has been suggested that a
chnnge of administrntion mny hllve
th(' OEen Guidelines. The
hnve delayed endorsement of the

OEr:D Guidelines fulfil

th:~

useful tosk
task of stating the guiding principles. Furthermore, let

it he C'sndidly
candidly Mid,
suid, they provide on impetus to-action by the power of persuasion of good

international opinion.
Towards enforceable rules. During the preparation of the Guidelines, and in
pe.rticului
pe.rticulu; when the attention of the Expert Group waS turned to the principles of
international application, the point was frequently made, pnrticularly
particularly by France, that
guinelines,
persuasive force, will not hnve
guiclelines, however beneficial as on educative and persunsive
self-executing' authority in a court of law. 'We are still a long way
wa-y short of unilateral or
mutually enforceable international principles, let alone an international neutral tribunal
to which parties with a transborder dispute abcut automated personal data can have
Access. The development of Stich an international remedy will, if enforcenhility,
actionability and justiciability are to be contemplated, depend upon a further step in the
movement towards enforceable international law.
Future Privacy Issues. The literature shows that certain matters stand out as
issues for future consideration in the privacy protection debate including hen;!
he~ in the
OEeD,

* Legal

Persons: The extent to which privacy protection shOUld
should extend to legal, as

distinct from natural persons. To what extent is it apt to. talk of the human
human rights
of a statutory creation, such as a corporation, or of an association, club,
partnership or small business? Obviously, tllis
tJljS issue has political,
pOlitical, economic ilnd
other implications.

* Code of Ethics:

A significant development reported by the Secretar-iat is the

decision of the Council of Europe at a recent m_eeting to initiate work on the
deveJopment
development of a clear code of ethics for computer professionals.

* Privatisation: In a number of Member countries considera"tion

is being given to the

privatisation of telecommlmications
telecommtmications and a relaxation of the former government
monopoly. In the past, the government monopoly and domestic secrecy la\% may
have

contributed~
contributed~

in practice, to the protection of the privacy and confidentiality

of information passing through the telecommunications system. Will this change
with growing private involvement?

-4'" Model Contl'BctS: In order to define lEgol rights and duties in the event of n
dispute, there is likely to be an increasingly urgent move towards the inclusion of
terr~s in informatics dealings with an international element.
standard contractual terr~s

tectL'1ica1 equipment 1'i'55
* Enhancim; acces..c;: The rig"llt to hnndle -terminals nnd other tecth'1ical
now being dealt with, as is the anonymity of the citizen when asserting his right to

Ilccess public documents.
access
FREEDOM OF INFORM ATION

Currency of democracy. A second substantive issue is freedom of access to
government information. Information has been described as the currency of democracy.
'fhe
The sword of democracy, it is said, is bhmted by the indifferent voter who i<; ignorant
nbout what is going on in his country.

Tran~lating
Tran~lating

these fine principles into enforceahle
enforcenhle

I'ights is not always easy; but much
much progress has been made in Member coi.mtric..c:;
countric,.o::; in
lEgal l'ights
wee\(s Federal FOI raws have been enacted in Australia find
the past decade. In the past weel(s
Canada. Prq;ress in other countries seems slower.
will.
Future Issues. It is likely that n number of future developments in this area Will.
need to be watched:

* Documents and data: The rapid transfer of information to computerised format will
increase the urg-ency
urgency and importance of considering 1the principle of granting the
pUblic
public a right sometimes to ure the equipment'
eqUipment!.. This consideration will give risc to
new needs:

**
**

to prevent unreasonable or excessively expensive 8ccesSj
access;
to present access to data which is legitimately secret, co!'fidential, private or
otherwise not accessible.

»: POI interaction: Then there is the issue of the interrelationship of differing FOI

;I):

laws. A Norw€gian
Norw66ian social researcher who published certain findings on NATO
defence arrangements

which were contained in documents restricted under

Norwqsion law was convicted of ESpionage in Norway. The documents had been
retrieved on-line pursuant to the Unite,d States Freedom of Information -Act. The
moral i~ that the new informa.tion
information technology is likely ·to hasten ~he influence of
openness .of
of administration under FOI laws, for
fer the simple reason that it is rendered
so mych more difficult to
t.o contain the haemorrhage,Qf
haemerrhage,Qf freely available information
infermation
onCe its disclooure is permitted in one place.
.onCe
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*

DatR ownership: Questions have arisen concerning a proposed lEgal principle of
Data
owner!'ihip of informAtion or 'data ownership'. Proponents of data ownership assert
that to enforce effective control over the flow

of information which now

proliferates about all corporations and individuals·, ultimate legal control over that
information may be necessary. But whether lc:gnl'owncrsl1ip' as such is attrihuted
to the data subject mny be less importl;l.nt than that enforceable legol rights should
subject in
be defined which effectively protect the interests of the data SUbject

inform Rtion circulating about himself.

* Private sector: So far, FOI has been overwhelmingly

8.

public sector debAte. 1t

ficems probable to me that the principles of accountability will in time go further,
into the private sector corporation, encouraged by the dynamic of the new
information technology itself.
VUI,NERARlL1TY,
V Ul.,NERARlL1TY, UNEMPLOYMENT AND CRIME

.•lust as Swedf'n led the Wfly
WflY with FOI nnd privacy (datn protpction
Vulnerability .•lust"as
.and
,and data security) 18ws,
laws, now it is providing

8

stimulus
stimUlus to Member countries nnd to the

Organisation with its detailed consideration.
lwired
consideration of the greater vulnerability of the 'wired
sbciety!. In part, the problems are of such a nature that new laws will be required. The
sbciety'.
Jaw rnforcement and
special balance struck in Member countries of the OECD between law

individual liberties will come under challenge as a result of the perceived risks that will
arise from the dependence on the new technology.

Unemployment~ A linked concern is the effect 'of any persistent unemployment"
unemployment·
Unemployment~
and· peaceful government. There is
or dislocation on law observance, domestic tranquility and-peaceful
no doubt that the advent of new information

technol~y
technol~y

has promoted fears of loss of

employment in aggregate
ag-gregate and loss of employment to 'data
'd818 rich' countries in pRrticular. In
virtually every Member country there is a realisation of the erosion of respect for
institutions, including the law', that could attend endemic high levels of unemployment,
unlESS these could in turn be addressed in a. constructive

way~
way~

The increase in petty crime
'fhe

that accompanies high levels of unemployment, the despair of people, especially young
people, surrounded by wealth they cannot hope to attain, and the ·special
"special problems of
dealing with more people dependent on sreial security benefits are just some of the
features that accompany serious and prolonged economic downturn. When the downturn is
change and rapid technological change displacing employment,
accompanied by structural chang-e
the potentialJor widespread unlawfulness and erosion of authority is·
is- very considerable
indeed.

-6Com outer crime and fraud. One aspect of the greater vulnernbility of the wired
society is its greater susceptibility to damaging anti-rociul conduct, such as computer
arC many issues here for the law nnd its personnel in
terrorism and computer crime. There are

M ember countries.
Member
strictly defined: The manipulation of information technoJc«Y
technolc:«Y to· stel]1
* Crime is strictly
stell}
money from a bank or property from an owner may not come within the present
Iflw. 'Theft' normally involves taking
definition of 'theft' contained in domes-tic
domes'tic law.
away goods.
goood's. But noW no goods need be taken.

'" Crime is local: A complication that emerges from a ubiquitous and international
applicRtion to crime is the general principle,
technology in its application

recof~ised
recof~ised

in

international law, that crime is local. Domestic court.s are normally confined to
punishing criminal offences which occur in their own territorial houndaries or
wh ich have some other relevant connection with that territory. Where crimes are
nre
plnce outside
constituted of a number of elements,· some of which may take place
jurisdiction hy rCllson of fJCCCSS
intcmntionlll dntn- ('ommllflirntions,
('ommunirntions,
domestic juriSdiction
ncccss to intcmntion/ll
reform may be needed to ensure that the legitimate jurisdiction of local courts is
not improperly frustrated.

*

New crimes/personnel are needed: Jan Freese (Sweden) has proposed such n new
concept in the notion of

punjsha~le
punjsha~le

'data trespass'. But even assuming that the

definition of. new cri!TIes
cri!lles and the complication of the international elements of
information crimes could be satisfactorily overcome, it is clear that serious
problems exist in recognising, detecting, proving and punishing such crimes. Some
initiatives are being'
being taken- by Interpol to train police
pOlice in the new problems of
po1ic~g
po1ic~g

-the world information society. But the potential of the computer criminal

to evade detection at:ld capture, lefalone trial and conviction, is enhanced by .the
ubiquity and universality of some of the more vulnerable information systems, such
as those dealing
deaJing with banking, insurance and credit information. If effective and
highly skilled policing is to be developed, it seems likely that international
co-operation in policing
lind enhanced, if only to
pOlicing will have ·to
-to be strengthened- and
reflect the international character of the vulnerable
VUlnerable object of -new international
internntional
crime.

-7rONFLTCTS, SOVERElGPITY AND PROTECTIONISM

Private international law ..
The sudden development of a new technology with the
..The
features of the new information

technology presents novel challenges
cha1lenges to private

international law. The problems identified in connection with personal
personnl data fire perhaps
more acute in relation to the rapidly growing numb"ers of information transactions of a
commercial character having nothing to do with personal data but perhaps more likely to
give rise to legal disputes. The domts and uncertainties about the forum, applicable law

and remedies available are potentially mUJtiplied
mnny times over where a transaction has
muJtiplied many
an international component. Thiq is because of the diffusion and coincidence of the
potential international components in a transaction utilising the new information
technology. When an electronic message i':i generated in 'country A~ switched in countries
Band G, transits countries E, F, G and H, processed in countries J and J, stored in country
K and involvp.3
involvp..5 entities residing in yet other countries, it is clear that present rules on
choice of and conflict of law are inadequate.
How is

D

regime
which, is so rnpidly
rq{ime to be developed for the technology Which,

penetrating all of our countries? How will we authoritatively and finally determine the
problems of forum? Until binding conventions are developed, there is a

d~tinct

danger

that municipal courts will go their diff erent directions.
Sovereignty. The issue of sovereignty and informatics is complex and, from the
v-jew, has a number of aspects. Peter Robinson
legal point of v'iew,

o~

Canadri
Canaoo has written most

usefully on this subject. One aspect, "is linked to the issue of VUlnerability. It is raised
J'aised by
recent freezing of Iranian and Argentinian assets. In the pnst,seizure
past, seizure of enemy assets was
a personal tragedy and a national inconvenience. But it. did not hold the same potential for
widespread disruption that would arise if a country had effective control over the storage,
. processing or transit of data vital to an enemy. Concern about this potential for. political
'leverarre' is not entirely theoretical. As is well known Brazil, perhaps more
or economic Tleverarre'
than any other country, has designed a full set of policies to

~6'ntrol
~6'ntrol TBDF.

AI, PROPERTY, BUSINESS LAW, LIABILITY AND INSURANCE
INTELLECTU AL

Intellectual-propertv low.
law. I turn briefly to the impact of informatics on business
Intellectual·propertv
intellectual property law developed around protections which attached
law. Traditionally, intellectuul
to the medium rather than the content. It was not pCX5sible to patent or copyrig-ht
copyright an
p~oblem posed by informatics technology is that data (and therefore
abstract idea. The p~oblem
information) have 'now been 'liberated' from physical objects representing'
representing· the dalo.
data.

-8traditionally attached itself to physical objects,
Because intellectual property law has traditionany
representing informRtion, the information itself has only been indirectly regulated. This

approach is no longer apt for the new 'liberated' world of informatics. The difficulties are
8f{g'rnvated by the phenomenon· of TBDF, by which information produced in one
onc country
8Rl'{rnvated

he reproduced in ephemeral form in another. UnlESs some new arrangements cun be
may I)e

mflde, recompense to the original author may be readily and entirely avoided.
Inflde,
Business law. Of special relevance to business law will be the developments in

telecommunications by which ·business contracts are effected. Already international
bil1s, letters of credit
crcdit
transmission of contracts, bills of exchange, bills of lading, airway bills,
Today1s merchants work in a world of complex statutory laws governing
are occurrirg. Today's
obJigations, banking find
foreigh exchange regulation,
regulAtion, rules governing
anti-trust, taxation obligations,
nndforeigh
relatiorn with administrative authorities, foreign investment limitations and so on.
Instantaneous contracts may
ma.y not always permit adequate time for advice on the complex
range of laws that affect and may even destroy the contract, once made.
Linhilitv for less
Jess and
nnd error. The occlirrencc
occlirrence of computer error is not rrr('nt
rrr(,flt whE'n
Liabilitv
compared to the

enormous

dependence on information

technology

nowadays: Yet

potentially error might be catastrophic and could affect very large numbers of users.
Errors can arise out of human factors (such as defective programming, inattentive key-ing
,YJ1fui inclusion (or deletion) of data. It can also be the result of defects in
of data, v.,iJfulinclusion
(0. failed valve, loss of power, etc.) or loss or interference during
computer hardware (a

singJe
transmission. These problems, difficult enough within a single jurisdiction with a0. single
system of laws, become almost intolerable, where, by reason of TBDF, multiple
irivolved.
jlEisdictions with their differing legal rules may become inVOlved.
Insurance against computer loss. To some extent, current insurance policies will
already provide indemnity for errors arising out of information' technolcgy and TBDF. For
example, an airline disaster caused by incorrect plotting.of a flight path using a. computer
indemnified under its
and TBDF may give rise to claims against the airline which is indemnified
accident liability policy. But the need for the development of liability insurance specific
fu11y explored. It does seem likely, on the
to worldwide computer systems is yet to be fully
airJine irnurance, that something will be needed. The losses when they occur·
analogy of airline
are.likeJy
provi..c;ion of a common insurance fund
are.
likely to be large and sometimes disastrous. The provi..<;ion
tQ all who are using the system. It may be desirable because of the
may be fairer tQ
having an internationaf component,
prohihitive costs and uncertainties in legal disputes haVing
because of the lise of TBDF.
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LEG AI, PROFESSION
EVIDENCE LAW AND LEe;

evidence in many
Changes in information techolcgy directly impact the law of eVidence

Member countries and will influence the development of the legal profession in all of
them. The acceptance into evidence
eVidence in courts of law of computer nnd computer gencrflted
legaJ system.
testimony creates neW problems which need to be addressed, whntever the legal

'These matters are identified in my full paper. How should we respond to nB these legal
problems?

Evidence law. Especially in systems of law which adhere
ndhere to the common law
tradition, there is a need significantly to mo::Jify the laws of evidence to permit more

evirlence
readily the admissibility in court of computer evidence and computer generated evidence
without proof in every case of its original creation.
Lawyers and the judiciary. The new information technolcgy brings good nnd bad
news for the legal profession itself in all our countries. The good news involves the
improvement in access to legal data, including the potential of readier access to overseas
-legal material by TBDF. One New Zealund
Zealo.nd commentator has sug-gested that an uqzent
,legal
Obligation
obligation of lawyers is to simplify old precedents before they are immortalised and mass

produced

through

word

processor

technology

and

transmitted

widely

through

. telecornmtmications. The bad news may not be universal. But it certainly affects a number
of countries including Australia where the staple activity of the dom-estic legal profession
is concerned with land title transfers. The implications of the technolqsical development·

for the loss of this .activity
_activity and ro far the widESpread distribution and reasonable
prosperity of the legal profession needs to be watched.
INSTITUTIONAL RESPONSES

National and international. The need for the allocation of nrlequate resources to
anow
aUow a comprehensive and vigorous attack by home governments on the multitude of
issues pq5ed by informatics and TBDF is manifest. At the international level, this
Organisation and this Committee can provide the kind of assistance it has
hns already offered
in respect of privacy laws. OECD Guidelines can help to:

*

harmonise rules as they aredeveJoped
are deveJoped at home;

'*
*

inform Member countries of the standards being adopted elsewhere; and
nnd
I1vo'id
Ilvo'ic'l the conflicts of laws that will aU too readily otherwise spring up, throUffh
ignorance of, or indifference to the desirability of harmonious and compntible
legislation.

- 10A realisation of this adds legitimacy to the increasing interest being shown by the OEeD

cnn see this as a growth activity of this new Committee. But
Hut th(>
to lEgal concerns. I can
obligation also lies elsewhere.
Industry response: A proposal. Whilst acknowledging that the world information
0\'.'Tl),
industry is not in the Santa Claus business (and indeed is not without problems of its o\'.'Tl),

again the hope of a greater renlisation on the part of the industry of the
r express a.gain
rffiponsibility it must share for the s:>lution of the social and legal problems that attend

technolcgical successes. It is in the industry's self interest to help our societies and
its technolcgicnl
Hnd cope with the social Ilod legal implications of the technology it
governments to absorb Hod

is so successfully introducing throughout' the world. The modesty of the present
prosperous,J adventurous and fast developing industry makes for the
investment which this prosperous
study of the social, economic and political concerns of world wide dimension is such as
multiplication of the problems of the new
fairly to attract criticism or even derision! The mUltiplication
information order impose obligations, if only in self defence, upon the informatics
industry. It is presenting the problems, many of them common, to governments nnd
countrie." of t11is
societies nround the world but overwhelmingly within thc Memhcr countrie.<;
Org-anisation. An international centre for the study of the legal Bnd social impJicntions
impJicFltions of
informatics should be created, i'3olated from the industry sources of its funds, yet
guaranteed of a flow of funds for a sufficient period of time to assure stability and to
should not be unrealistic to expect
attract suitable appointments of the highest calibre. It shOUld
o.n Institute of Informatics and
such a prosperous inch1stry to provide funds for such OIl

-SOCiety. The investment would be miniscule by comparison with the income and profits of
-Society.
the industry. It cruld
coold be seen as a minor cost, a kind of ireurance premium, to guarantee
that those who present the problems play a more active part than they have in the past, in
sccieties to l?rovide
provide the rolutions. An institute captive of the industry, would
helping our sceieties
command no respect. But the need to devote a tiny fraction of the profits being. made, and
properly made, from the remarkable advance of new information technology is beyond
serious debate. Such an institute could address, particularly the international problems,
some only of which have been identified by me. Continued reliance on the often unaided
labrurs
Jaboors of hard pressed intinerant national experts, meeting intermittently and often
without full research and empirical backup, is just not good enough. It is not worthy of
such an efficient, dynamic and professional technolcgy.

- J IJ OF PROFITS AND PROPHETS

legal order. A dynamic internfltionol
We are, I believe, at an historic moment in the world legsl
pressing forward the urgent need for the development of IUl effective, new
technology is pressing'
international legal regime. It is important that the new legal regime should be developed
in a coherent way and one which does not unduly impede the economics and efficiencies of
thc>.se developments. Its
the technolcgy. This new Committee has a central role to play in thp.se
Members will need the gift of prophESY.
prophESy. 1 express the hope that the legal concerns which I
have mentioned will not be lest in the headier llnd
nnd morc familiar consideration of
social and technological concerns. What will it profit our sccieties if they
economic, secial
ac1vance remorselESsly
remorselessly down the road of technolcgy but lese respect for
advance
adhercnce to the rule of law?
institutions and adherence

th~

law and their

